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Unused
Zero coupon, semi (peak at 2.568% in 2043Q3)
Par, semi (peak at 2.470% in 2045Q2; and →1.484% as mat→∞)
Common coupon of 4¼%, semi (peak at 2.436% in 2047Q2)
Annuity ≡ no principal ≡ cpn=+∞ (peak at 2.377% in 2062Q4)
RV history
Theoretical yield, used bonds
Thry yield if used & cpn=4¼%
Market yield, used bonds

Gilt Relative Value
(Succeeding the ‘Gilt Anomalies’ series)
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Chart shows yields of long gilts (green), and fair values implied by a fitted smooth
forward-rate curve (white circles). The bar codes show the six-month history of the
relative value (narrower being older). So green dot at the top of its barcode means
that the gilt is at its relative cheapest.
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Annuity
≡ no principal
≡ cpn=+∞

Observe 30Y gilts (3Q44 and 3H45) cheap, and at cheapest of last six months. Observe 34Y to 45Y gilts (4Q49
3T52 4Q55 4%60) dear, of which the 3T52 dearest of last six months. As was observed on 22 Nov, 4Q55→3H45
& 3H68 gains yield on both legs, and now gains, in yield terms, +0.7bp more than it then did (inset chart).
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Three weeks ago I said “It suggests, for those interested in long-term value, the likes of 4Q49 → 3H45, or
4Q55 → 3H45 & 3H68. But year-end approaches, and repair is unlikely to be that quick.” Still true, and on terms a
smidge better than before.
— JDAW, 13 Dec 2015, www.jdawiseman.com/gilt_RV.html
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The trade is made more interesting by auctions. The DMO is to sell 3H45 on 11 Feb (which hurts), and 3T52 on
8 March (which helps), as well as 4%60 on 7 Jan (which helps a bit).
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